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HOW THEY FINISHED
Fresno State
e
493/4
19
San Jose State
, San Diego State
173/4
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,Occidental .
12
10
Pomona
9V4
Fresno State Freak,

Pitted against competition which produced four class records
and one world’s record, a select squad of eight San Jose State Spartans garnered enough points to place second behind Fresno Statea
powerful aggregation in the college division of the Fresno BelaYs
The localsft-last Saturday night.
amassed 19 points to nose ()tat San his lap, which is one of the fastest
Diego Stale who had 17%, but half miles made in the United
they were far behind Fresno who States this year. Haulier, Fran
scored a grand total of 49% to cis, and Ciento had presented
annex the division championship Orem with a twenty -yard lead,
sl
but he can in nn way be hi:
for the second successive year.
By Dick Bertrandiaa
for not maintaining it in the Nee
Solvate Wins
of Robinson’s remarkable perLed by I.ou Salyut, ’who turned
Printed here for your conveniformance.
in the only San Jose victory, the
ence is a schedule of today’s
Other
Spartans
through
points
gathered
Spartans
baseball games:
showed himself Tuesday. Nlay Hith, 5 p. ni.
Lou Salyut
the efforts of Captain Doug Taylor in the broad jump, Harry still to be in the form Whiell car- Diamond 1 -Senior A vs. Frosh II
Murphy in the hurdles, Frank ried him to the Far Western Con- Diamond 2-Juniors vs. Frosh A.
in the Diamond 3--Sophs vs. Senior B.
Cunningham in the javelin, and ference championship
the two mile relay team of Har- sprints a week ago when he won Diamond 4 -Faculty -P. G. bye.
from
yard dash
the hundred
per, Francis, Clemo and Orem.
The intromuttral
track
also
The oustanding performance of Plumb of Pomonii in 9.9. Doug
race.
starts today and if you follow
the College division, of course, Taylor was fourth in this
Spartan
Cunningham.
Frank
this column daily you will find a
was the magnificent high jumping
of Walt Ntarty, Fresno State’s sen- javelin star, !laid tough luck with list of events tint! men competing.
in
the
aft
throws
qualifying
his
sational junior. Climaxing a seaThe meeting will be strung out
consistent ernl’ion and apparently "tried too over the week, and events will lir
of remarkably
son
being
evening.
the
in
hard"
Fresnan
the lanky
jumping,
held either here or at tile Phelan
cleared 6 feet 8 and Ns inches to forced to he contented with a sec- field.
Straighten your mind on
San when
and where your event is
establish a new world’s record ond place behind Johnston of
s
nnd send into oblivion the mark Fraincisco State., Cunningham
held, and In. there on time.
toss measured but 189 feet IWO
of 6 feet 8 and ’4 inches made
’
Today’s Events
Harold Osborne of Illinois way inches.
point
J4iSe
San
The remaining
yards and
back in 1924.
Nlity 16th, 4 p.
Wait arcounted for by Harry Murshot put. Here.
Four Claes Recordn Go
phy who placed fourth in a sensaIn addition, four class records
tional 14.7 high hurdle race Wlitrie 511 yd. dash:went tumbling.
Forbes. husky
was won lis Williams tif 1’0111011s.
Sopits:
Kratzenstein, Fisher,
Occidental weight man. tossed the
Stevens, and Sorenson.
discus out 147 feet Ni of an inch
Seniors: Brown, Count ryinan,
for a new mark in that event.
Summary
and Connor.
Floyd "I’ecwee" Wilson, diminuShot
put:tive Fresno star, spanned 24 feet
Frosh: Murray and lsenberger.
inches in the broad jump to
1211 yard high hurdles-Won by
Sophs: Leland, (Ariel, Slelltnieclipse the mark he established Williams (Pomona 1; second, Den:
and, and Scofield.
last year. The Fresno two mile ham (FSC); third, Word 11:St.
(SJSI
fourth, Murphy
Seniors: Dieu, Wool, and Moore.
relay tenni, mainly through the Frosh);
Time, 0:14.7.
efforts of it’s brilliant anchor man
Discus throw -Won by Forbes
Elroy Robinson, established a new (Occidental), distance 147 feet. ".
mark of 7:55.1. The Bulldog mile inchf; second, Westfall (Cal Agrelay quartet hung the other rec..’ reries1(4.29stM9iTintv.:i
fly Virginia Gardner
ord, covering the four laps in fourth, Slitione’y IFSC), 126 feet, 3
3:21.2, seven -tenths of a second inches. ( New *class record.)
lin) yard dash-Won by Salvato
NOTICE: To BE REA1) ONLN
IwIter than tbe old record.
I
Prol’t l
\\till
GOOI
Spartans featured prominently gi.IN;ir:tel;.:(1.(7til:1111’;I::::1:111; BY
imagers
\
14 IACITENIF:N1
in two of the atxtve perfortnances. Taylor (SJS). Time, 11:9.9.
IF.
Marty
No’l
bs
IS
High jump-Won
Captain Doug Taylor turned in
second,
Not that this column is excitthe best broad jump (if his career. S.C.), 6 feet 115’. incites;
(Loyola), 6 feet PO inches; ing, but it is just a means to an
Weber
3’2
feet
leap
of
24
a magnificent
rind
(SDS)
Larsen
third,
for
tied
men
indies. ow,. it, 10., by one
end, and that! end is the ;immune. Alee (SF State), 5 feet II inches:
(New meld of another exciting c!ass
Frosh).
ly inch to Wilson. Taylor him- Morley (FSC
swimming meet to be held in the
self eclipsed the former mark of world’s record.)
Shot put -Won by Alice (SFS), pool this Tuesday evening at scv23 feet 11 and ta inches.
48 feet, iit. inch; second. Forbes en-thirty. Don’t say. "Assr, what’s
Locals Lose Relay
(Occidental), 46 feet, 3E1. inches;
exciting about a lot of girls swimIn the two mile relay, the San third, White CFSC), 44 feel:
that just
Leonard (SINS). 43 feet. ming 11111111W
Jose team would have galloped to fourth.
(iNi inches
victory had it not been for the
Fresno
by
881) yardrelay-Won
sensationol performance of Elroy Slate (Harris, Petronovich. Den - State), 191 feet fitO inches; second, Cunningham thisISI, 189 feet,
Robinson, the stock.). Fresnt) State Iiiiiii, Wilson); second. Fresno
inches; third, White (FSCI,
star whose rise from obscurity to State Frosh. ’rime-I:311.6.
189 feet. 9 inches; fotirth, Hill FresTwo mile relay -Won by
a ps.rmanent place in the annals no
I Robinson, bloom (FSC Froslo, 186 feet 51,2
Colliege
State
champion. Bioko; inches.
of Fresno State track history igoii.hki,.
Broad Punty-Won by Wilson
since mid -season has bordered on ’ second. !inn Jose State (Harper.
third, San (FSC, 24 feet 4’t invites; second,
the mirneulous. Tiiking the baton Franeis. Ciento, Orem);
(SJS), 24 feet 3"O inches:
Toylor
Time.
fourth.
no
Stele;
Diego
for the final laps twenty yards
third, Dawson (SDS). 23 feet 1
class record).
(new
Stone (SF State), 22
fourth,
Inch;
Millet
behind Fred Orem of San Jose,17’55.1
first.
for
-Tie
1 Pole vault
Robinson made up ten yards on (Occidental). 13 feet 3 inches; feet 3 inches (new class record).
-Won Ity Fresno
relay
mile
One
(PoSmith
thr first circuit, closed in on the Rand (SDS); third,
mono), 13 feet: Taillnit (ESC,. Stale (Harris, Horner, Marty,
Diego
San
litick -stretch, possed on the far
second,
Brantley;
12
fourth.
Walsh (FSC) Hell for
State. Time, 3:12.2 (new elhiss
turn, and came home ten yards "
record).
(Sri
for
Javelin-Won by Johnson
ahead. Ile wits litned in 1:54.6
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Relay Squad
Spartans Take Second Position Medley
Wins Silver Cup in
In Fresno Relays; Salvato Wins Stanford Swimfest
Century, Taylor Leaps 24 Feet
WALT MARTY SETS NEW WORLD’S RECORD IN
JUMP; FOUR CLASS RECORDS GO

Spartan Spurns

It’s here! A silver cup won by
the medley relay squad at the
Stanford Relays Saturdrgy. Glen
Holt, Harold Houser. and Bill
Draper were the men that brought
berme the latest addition to the
trophy case.
The team %vas entered in the
Junior College division and competed against Santa Morin J. C.,
Stanford Frosh, and I.ong Beach
J. C.
11011 opened the race swimming
back stroke. He got off to a nice
start and led at the half way mark
by two feet. On the turn he lost
his lead, but hung 011 and finished
about a yard behind the Santa
Maria man. Swimming the second
lap for the Jaysees WaS Pietism),
national record holder in the 440
yard breast stroke. Houser, second lap man for State, battled on
even terms with the Jaysee star
for half the distance. and on the
home stretch he opened up and
almost ’overhauled Paulsen and
sent Draper off only a foot to the
bad. Bill held even with the third
Santa Nlaria num till the last ten
yards. %viten he uncorked a terrific. drive that carried him to the
finish line a few inches to the
good. The time of 1:31.2 was 3.2
seconds better than the 0141 mark.
Led by Captain Lynn. the sprint
relay leam placed third behind
Long Beach and Stanford Filial.
Lynn led off and finished fast. but
Condit, libieQuarrie anil Slartin
were unable to stick with the
leaders, and were nosed out of
second phice by the Stanfool
Frost].
Coach Walker could have entered faster men in the sprint relay, but he chose to save Holt and
Draper for the grand attempt at
the medley relay cup.
tells us that you weren’t at the
meet last Tuesday night. It It just
too had if you didn’t see the
Sophomores beat the Seniors, nice
paddling Sold
s. Volt see it
was like this, the noire was tied
when failure to enter anyone in
the laist event put the Soplictunres
in the coveted first place. 41.’5.
The Freshmen suddenly tore off
ond left the Juniors in the spray,
with a final score of 32 to 47.
Those who participated in the
events for their class were: Seniors: Ruth Adams. Peggy Durne!,.
June Decker. Dorothy Kirby.
Florence Snitre, Dorothy Dorm%
Clarice Neon.
Juniors-Robert
ini Pace. Iva Zimmerman. Beth
Friermuth. Lorraine PIIWIIPS’ !Marion Barnes. Marian Flash. Isrliel
Koehler, and Elisabeth Healey.
Sophomores-Nlarinn Bolden, Jane
Arnberg, Katherine Grass, Janet
Hopkins, Nlardel
Julia Lytle,
Nlarian
%delivers,
Ruth
Whidden, Evelyri Gillespie, Ruth
Kenny,
find
Anita Pateltell.
Freshmen -Betty Draper, Adele
Roberts. Ilee Slentiford, Bertha
l’otts, Mary Liles, Katherine Sherman, Katherine NieCarthy, Mary
Atwell. and Patricia itolaii.

the U. S. C. Relays We
Under.
sta1,712b:ably
the high point of to
tiforl:yidetwtassitiheiniThgercheynt tvivas:
Marty of the Fresno Slate
teat
Marty just grazed the
Mr to
break Harold Osborne’a
Inc
standing record of 6 feet
cineciahte.c1N. amagdreeati noisl2t4iOn NflarromtY
tri."
cwriol dy which literally inn
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PhelanWinners
To Get Awards
OnThursday At
2p.m. Assembly
To Present
Prize -Winning Play
al Assembly
Nlendenhall

Recit I B C 11 ege
Vocalists Will Be
Presented Tonight
M. Thompson Coaching
Students for Program
in Little Theatre

MiSt4

San Joae, Cal.
Subs. Rate, 21.00
Per Quarter

No. III

pp egar , ove o, ones
In Student Body President Race
Candidates Nominated
Seniors Again Fail FiveforTwo
Vice Presidency;
K.
for Secretary
To Outsmart Juniors CLOSE RUNS EXPECTED
P. Bicycle Ride

At the same time Marty wg
Kindergarten -Primary group
going over the bar, Bill Iirutid
with Mrs. Walsh as the adviwits attempting to scale 11 fts
The vast network of secret serAll students, faculty end friends sor. is sponsoring a bicycle ride
CLASSES EXCUSED are invited to attend the public with supper at the Country ) ice maintained by the Juniors Coming Week Will lie
6 inches. On his first ionise
Very Active for All
this height, the Trojan star ma
.occeeded yesterday morning in
Club on Wednesday, May 211h.
recital which will ge given by
Candidates
preventing the Seniors from ring.
just getting his pull-up %Omni) Tiincs Will Give Winners students of the Vocal department
The rent of the bicycle and the
ThUrStlily
lug the Junior’s bell!
pole crutnpled in the middle
cost of the gunner IntiOlints to
on Wednesday evening. May 17111.
Next Wednesday State students
F41111011
50 cents.
Geuther did a perfect moron’
in the Little Theatre at 8 o’clock.
This event, following the recent will
Anyone interested
poll their votes for new offito land in the pit standing*
’Fite performers are all well( should sign with Mrs. Walsh
light over the Junior’s black and
cers of the
student body who
I.ater he cleared the height a* Tomorrow afternoon. Nlay 18th known to State audiences and in
in Room 161 before Friday, the
)ellow flag, when two hundred Ayere nominated
yesterday at a
to knock the bar down %lath 112:00 in the Little Theatre, will elude such popular singers us
19th
and eighty Seniors couldn’t get it
general assembly held’ in the Morbeheld the program to announoe Evelyn Camila,
hand coming down.
The girls will leave the cam -1 ktway from three lovely Juniors, ris Dailey auditorium.
Joel Curler, Wilma
.
&winners of the Phelan contest, Williamson,
pus at four o’clock. with sun-, is another blow to the pride of
Kenneth
Davies,
With a long list of eligible and
Lou Salvato recorded the my which has been the source of Frances
the high and mighty Seniors.
per at the club at 5:30. AnyCroney, Emil %land,
competent students nominated for
such competition and more re- Charles
San Jon. win when he son
one not caring to bicycle .maY
Pait, Inez Wiser, Dorothy
It seems that the news leaked the
eight different offices, compesorts, speculation as to who the Lorentz,
two yards in the 100. Loa
sign Lip for the supper.
Dallas l’ueller, marie
rout that several Seniors were go- tition and
interest should run at
tamers really are.
out in front all of the ay lo
Jacqueniet, and Alice Dixon. Jean
, ing to go to the tower and ring a high
water peak during the
in the ordinary time of 9.1. Mr. Mendenhall of the Speech Stirling and Emily Schwartz
the
bell
which the Juniors have coming week.
Will
Arts departnient, is directing the be
Doug Taylor was fourth in
IS SPONSORING received permission to ring from
accompanists.
Doris Kinne
The meeting, for which all
close battle with Plump of Pe paw-winning one -act play which will play a violin obligato for one
five minutes of nine to quarter
classes were excused to attend,
BICYCLE RIDE ON
.mona, and Henry of S. F. Sim tithe presented. In the cast are: of the singers.
after on Senior Sneak day. If the
. . .
was opened by the president,
Louis Scales, Ntelvin Newcombe.
The students are being coached
bell had been rung, the Juniors
NEXT SATURDAY
Leon Wartnke, with Edith Glider
While we’re on the subject al Dorothy Vierra and Cy Wonti, Dr. by Nliss Thompson of the Music
would have dashed away on a
acting as secretary.
Taylor. that jump of 24 feet)) burlier is etiaehing Marian Fal- department. The program will be
veild goose chase--and what a
A brief musical program preNext Saturday, May 20, has been laugh the
inches is winning distance i ls:ark who will read some pm ine of unusual variety and interSeniors could have had
ceded the nominations, which
set for the A. W. S. bicycle ride. over that!
most any man’s meet, hut it trd dry and prose.
est.
were the main feature of the
Leaving the Seventh street enFloyd Wilson’s jump of tinting All rIIISSeS will be excused to
l’rogram
Yesterday morning several Jun- hour’s program.
trance at 8:30. the girls plan to
further, to annex the first mi able students to attend this us- 1. Bid Nfe Discourse
Bishop
iors arrived bright and early in
ride to Evergreen where picnic
Meyer Ziegler tilayed solos on
lion. Paul of U. S. C.. tuned eably. Thursday’s ’tittles Will
Marie JacquenicA, soprano
the toveer to prevent any possible
luncheon will be served.
TheY attempts to "get funny" over the the clarinet and the saxophone,
in the SLIMS distance as Willa wry full information and pie - 2. Home on the Range
Guion
Wei of the prize winners.
will
return to town by two.
and Scutt Held, Buddy Gregg, and
Joel Carter, bass
bell. The foxy Juniors then sat
All girls in the college are inDede Smith, popular entertainers
Wood of Sacramento, anis
3. a. Forget Me not
down to wait for the Seniors.
vited
at
to
sign
O’Brien..’s Pompeiian Court,
up
on
the
main
bulfeated by Fisher of San gems
h. I Ain Thy Harp Wootillitaicalni
Shortly afterwards, DeFraga, presented some musiscal
W. S. Plans Convention
letin board. It is important, too,
selecdino in the Junior College lid
contralto
Senior
vice-president. and some tions.
to state whether or not you have:
Wood was eviderk
Tailln;z1loWiser,
hurdles.
I
of
the
Senior
class
members,
to the Future Plans of
Bud
Applegarth. at present
pretty well worn out by ni
Dallas Thence tenor l’etwi bicycle. Bicycles will be reserved walked stispclously in.
Outside,
’for girls to rent who do not own
chairntan of the board of publicaning one hurdle heat and a csa
Spring Greeting
Brown
Women’s Activities
Fox,
Theron
Senior
president,
was
or are unable to borrow them.
tions; Frank Covello, now viceple of relays. The time s a.
Evelyn Cavala, soprano
The A. W. S. Council is spon- seen standing in the Quad in what president of the student body; and
slower than Wood usually rot
Doris Kinne, violinist
might
lie
said
to
be
a
suspicious
The biggest and most unique
soring this jaunt. Inez Philbrick
Bill Junes, prominent member of
the high sticks.
mention of the A. W. S. will be 6. a. L’esperto Nochiero
’Ind Roberta Bardwell, chairmen anti also anxious attitude. When the Junior class, were nominated
Bononcin
(Continued on Page Three,
hid
next
Tuesday.
!day
23,
in
i
of
the
committee,
have
spent
a
for the office of president. "Si"
Beller of Roosevelt Hi
b. Waldesgesprach Schumann
mom I iif the Art department, Al
great deal of time in planning the
Simoni was nominated but deFresno, looks to be ander q1,
c. Whether By Day
and
entertainment,
and
an
exride
hir
clined to accept the nomination
Fresno big shot in the
Tschnikowsky
The purpose of the isinvention
ceptionally good time Is prom- Dr. T. W. MacQuarne
feeling that the best interests of
’Elie high school star
Charles Pait, hass-baritone
:hi discuss what all women of
ised.
.
1,i
the student body could be served
14.9
in
morning heat
Speak for P. T. A. in
Veitchen
7.
Ein
campus :ire going lo do in ehe
by (:ovello, Applegarth, or Jones.
the world’s interscholashi
flifyflelsts and Butterflies
’.ture, to instigate more sehool
San Francisco
Ronald Linn. Dario Simoni, Bob
ord in this event. In the
oirit
among
the %%omen of the
Dogs To Be Present
Elliot, Bay Dobbins, and Perry
noon he evidently tired ui.
-Alice Doxin, soprano
;liege,
to
establish friendly and
although w,I
and
tle.
Dr. T. VV. MacQuarrie. president Stratton composed the long list of
8.
I Attempt from Love’s
at Frosh Orientation
ternis ; ttttt
them
knocked down three hur,11,,,
Purcell
of this college, will be the guest citndidates for the vice-presidenSickness
ad le realize their possibilities
be disqualified. And
speaker Thursday night at the cy; while 13etty Morris and Eva
b. The Fool or Quietness Calor
on Thursday
semen students and their rethat Beller is slated for
last I’. T. A. meeting off Lowell Beryl Tree are the only candiEmil Miland. tenor
lismibilities to the college.
dates for secretary.
State next %ear.
High School in San Francisco.
Arne
9. a. l’olly Willis
Jack Fithinque, vice president
FVPY entertainment will be
Kay Kronkite and Louise Wi
La Forge
b. To a Messenger
Dr. MacQuarrie is basing his
Ina furnished liy the inter-societY
who
of
and
Freshman
the
class.
ran
Cunningham
Frank
Frances Crones’, soprano
y
talk on the educational crisis uf nans will run against each other
Men and an introduction speech
man
responsible
for
has
Re100
been
the
at
luck
tough
for the office of Health Cottage
mynie
Harvest
is,
be given by Adah Mae 10. its.:liou Billowy
excellent orientation programs in todaY
Representative; and Carl Palmer,
. hen he a as forced to take
Ilachritnninoff
Field
floods, president of the A. W. S.
Dr, Roberts of San Francisco
the past. has arranged for a group
of the Junior Class, and
president
ong place with an ordinin
b. The Little Shepherd’s
nubs nit general chairnian for the
trained dogs to visit the Mor State Teachers College, who will Clarence Naas, editor of the
heave of IS9 feet 10,,
Watts of
tient is Inez
fen
Iiireibtuhteegitii,esstko4fhhe(r).nsorn.ai;
tnomplast.hae
tomorrow.,
auditorium
201
ris Dailey
Philbrick.
Other
Times, are competing for the poPrank got one throw of
.
Antron, mezzo
ambers of the conimittee in
ThurstIrty, al 11 o’clock.
ognol iyn ort 0. f oul. Th;
sition of Chairman of Finance.
ciao ihde :pita
Yale Smith
11. n. Mid October
darts are Jean
Council.
Dall’s
been
dogs
have
:
1
1
police
sha
These
itawley, Jean
Ambrose Nichols, Harry JenCurran
at night the Spartan
tench, Barbara Mauer.
well-known
"See
M
the
trained
Roberta
nings, Dave Wisdom, Bill Towner
Dorothy Lorentz, soprano
*id Burkett, Margaret
purthe
for
school
a
Eye."
ing
Keesling,
and
Meyer Ziegler will run
get another. ch.an.re
12. a. ’fti Lo Sai
reek Gifford and
Cealle
Hall
To
1.31,, pose Of training dogs.to lead the Mrs.
Betty Dart
against each other for the quite
b. I:enclave
kg,
blind. This movement has Flees
""t
IShaetull:daAy:
torly
office
of Student Affairs
KliPeczaarr
Add ress Faculty of
c. Southern Song
growing rapidly of late and ha%
tiairman; and Dave Gilmore is
Wilma Williamson, contralto
satisfactory..
proved astoundingly
unopposed for the office of Music
%is; tri,’.1%.(n. Ititeili:61U,ngniolny
i
13. a. Dear Nle Ye Winds and
Miss O’Brien will be heard in a I
Manager.
For the small
admission price
playing(
selections,
vocal
of
the t:nfi
group
Bill Moore, president of the
we It tents a person,
b.V11e’resWa to I ere!.
Cecile
Hall
will
B.
Mrs.
give
a
the
on
members
accompaniments
own
her
c. my Lady walks in Lim,.
class, and
Within
Freshman
the student
of voico , talk this afternoon, Wednesday,
hoep %, .11 I"’
teacher
elitm1,11
is
a
She
guitar.
oinily.
Hogevoll, prominent in debate
allele attend the
Class, where the
Thoef
I i ness
,N1111,1tryb,I,r7t,
Frio
ttste
of
dancing
instruments
porstringed
of
and
and
monozoccii
Love Life
circles, ore up for the position of
n to he given
were Fresno Slate,
this Friday eve guitar family.
Manager of Forensics.
Frosb. Stiturafiy
tar in the Women’s
State
Kenneth Davies. baritone
Gymnast.I.41
of piano selections will subject of her talk will he "Stugroin)
A
walked:,
111111,log varsity
announcen Si Simon’. onpresented by Miss Bernice La dent Teaching in Junior High."
waterke
Smock ’n Tam, art soden:. be
4114one direction the dance
Will all Freshman and Var.
the event and the
In spite of the fact that Herbert
14 young concert pianist
Flamme,
in
noon
Wednesday
w ill meet
’,Wag given.
sity
trackmen anti Varsilp
Berkeley. She is an artist Hoover is some distance filen the
from
llifil’egsre.16
,
buildiStr
Art
the
of
1
room
"litlit(i;
There will be the usual
swimmers and Mealbers iyf the
mrso
and the college a large number of students
esanyone in- / pupil of Phyllicht Ashley
snitub,ehl’iekset ctahrais:i
and
members,
All
Varsit y tennis team see "Si"
Yllegt dance music, and rePolish pianist, Sigmund Stow - ore placed there in fulfllling their
terested in art, are urged to
freshments will be
Bimini before Friday noon?
student teacher requirement
served.
ijowski.
attend.

A. W. S.

Trained

Dance Fnday Eve

Herbert Hoover
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than Moor

State College Times

That there is another claim:in
Edltor-in-Chief for the honor of being the mos
Managing EditorTues.-Thurs.
chivalrous man on the campus’
Managing EditorWed.-Fri.
At the La Torre dance he wen
Mary Tracy
News Etlitor out to his car and found it (scot
Huth Montgomery
Society Editor pied by two
girls and a boy. II
Gail Baldwin
Feature Editor
very profuse apologies,
Carl Palmer
Desk F:ditor made
Catherine Fisher
Circulation Manager climbed in and made it a fourVirginia Gardner
.. Girl’s Sports Editor some!!!
SiCVg MUCtIOCB
MCII’S Sports Editor
Dick Bertrandius
Assistant Sports Editor
while the world TALKS
_
BUSINESS MANAGER .
DICK SANI)ERS peace, Uncle Sam, in the innoBallard 382N
Ilallard 7496 -it
cence (sf his big heart joining in
_
.
every chorus, France prepares for
hs tho Asenclated Students of gee something else. Quoting NI, DalitlOfire
Jo. State
Ban Jo. State College
_
kr, prime minister:
Ballard 1021i
Entered so wend elm. water et the
"F’rance will remain strong.
San Joao Postoffica.
rerun, Advisor
Dr. C.I
She will never be obliged to subPr ..t
Wright -MO, CO..
mit to a show of force, no matter
r,
..x...ps Mo.IS rd, Serond St. Sn J... California
from what direction it comes."
That doesn’t look much like (IF: armament.

CLARENCE NAAS
RICHARD HUGHES
DICK SANDERS

Thai

The Billiken

Hearsay

1

5Ve’vt. heard lltat shrill:an meted
ries IBIS beallin it) patronize tit .
Billikenical distress. I bewail the
disappearance of "Innocuous le
home product since his landlady’s daughter
nuendo." In my opinion, which is
manipulated
him into a blind dale. with a
practically anything but humble,
With public nuinifestations

Ode to the Relays 1

Do You Know?

!knee from Manton!.
to appear in this paper’s vide of %lid II 1001IS IIIS though kay fisher’s
monopoly tif earl paltner is lossneers. The languid, impersonal
ing its hold. for earl was overease with which the content WIIS
heard last thurstlay afternoon
written led to a deep and abiding
asking dottie vierra for the prisatisfaction os the part of the
vilege of calling on her that
reader. So, please, Gail Baldwin.
evenins3.

it %VHS by far the best column evei

To have

overheard in the Times office:
Horace (h. Matilda): I’ve got
just flfts cents and I don’t know Each tannaski,...stis sprinter Isis holes
whether to go to the La Torre
dance or get a hair cut.
And takes his place in line
Mlitilttai W’’.11 g’’ 10 Ille thin"! Enthusiastic fans their favorib.
1 s iir hair
takes,
ill " t ’"
. . .
Sparta’s Lou Salvia() is mine.
What
football player I half
back) spent one whole day fixing ’With 1111. gun each fan swarnis
Isis apartment in order It) make a
the rail, his fasotite he SW11good impression on his girl? Ile
’11011%
even put two goldfish in ii bowl FrOM OW those flailing legs and
arms
of lilies, fiseir names are Ray and
"Bee".
’the winner, Lou Solvato

To

Nohce to Graduates

Most roadside signs art. depressingly practical. either importuning thr hapless traveller to divest
himself of his gold and take up
the burden of miscellaneous merchandise, or warning Isint of the
purely physleal perils of the road.
But a recently observed’ sign near
Yosemite pleased me by its wist-

berichy kelley, one of betty’s cleaned, renovated and sold at
sorority sisters. the cum:an-kr+ public aiwtion?
ley affair looks serious einai.1.
-on its face. but we are womb
ing if beachy won’t go the
ann epperson and betty
dle, and join the ranks of Do
omit’s "has !wens".
SititinniS 111111 ftit’llily IntIiiin
ft) attend the
fill appeal to the moral sense of life COI-1E1111y
organization
It read. Christian Silence
the motoring youth.
nneting in BOOM I Of the Ilome
"Dangerous Curves, Keep
Making building on l’hursday at
Right."
James Lawrence Billwiller. 5 p. m.

Christian Science Club
Will Meet Thursday

To The

To on.

wa y

of

The orchestra featured on the
radio from a night club, hotel.
esfe. and the like, must pay f.
that privilege. The broadcasting
s% stem which carries their nog
take a percentage of the gross re.
. ends as their fee.
Cenral. Bernard SIIIIW was re.
ported In fliIVC Said lifter BIS Seve
hasYork address, "I’m afraid I
sled it."
felt
Broadway commentators
(111.
the same way. but they put it
Witt an egg."
ferently:
.
re
Two enillion Chinese are
Pals
ported to have joined the
sinig. the Sino-Japancse setto.

There will he a new special
service for chapel which will
he announced at the service.
There mill he %cry special mii
sir for the fifteen minutes of
inepiration and .meditation for
all.
- -

not that
One a the
that the
11.M.FAV IT %sill tell you
word domestic is a contnation
stick.
dough, mess,
three ""r,I,: N4.011104 SO OICIOS.I.
When
Ill’ must have plenty of dough’
mem
will be an
alimony
must sinless he can pay
_*_--

II looks like the Seniors and
Frosh have two teams entered.
rats(’ this is a good idea. They
stand that minds more chance of
!benefiting themselves, win or lose.

tras.;’
There will he the
Wear I:
meeting of Senior
5 eclat
room 14 from 41 until
l’hursday afternoon

gie us to see ourselves as
State’s recently organized literary
others see us." was the bewailing
The California Slate Senate lasl
Miss
Harriet Eddy, foriber
group, held a meeting on May ffils
cry imide 1.y some wiso persoa Friday evening,
vetoed the Hayes’ in room I of , the Mime -making county library organizer for Cali:mit frequently repeated since Tvachers College bill
by a vote building.
fornia, who recently ceturned
then.
of 25 to 13, which would hale
After the meeting was called to from Russia, where she
assisted
But even though the feat of given the San Jose and other order
by Cyril Wood, president,
in organizing libraries, was the
seeing ourselves as others see us teachers colleges the right to
and the minutes of the previous
Antilles impossible. yet several change their natnes to State Colmeeting read, old business was principal spearker at the anpuaf
members of the Science depart- leges, and would have enabled completed, and Dr. Carl Holliday meeting of the northern section of
ment had just such a thing huppen them to give degrees without re- gave a very interesting talk on the California School Library Asquiring education courses.
to them.
"Juvenile Literary Markets and sociation held here last Saturday.
Roll Call on Bill
In a program given Saturday
Poetry Markets."
A morning session in the Peter
Ayes for the bill were: Deuel,
morning during the National SciThe following were introduced Burnett Junior High School libraence exhibit, Dr. Piclosell. Dr. Butte: Fellom, SOIl Fr011eiSCO; as new members and read manu- ry opened the meeting, which was
Hazeltine, the Attest sperker, Sir. Harper, San Diego; Hays, Fresno; scripts before the group: George devoted to addresses, annual reIllsoads. 1)r. Peterson. and Dr. Inman, Secramento; Jespersen Cameron, Dorothy Petaseial. Ed- ports, and the election of new
Huss witnessed an aninsiwt ski, Sall LUIS 01)1S110; Jones, Santa ward Moldb. and Dick Herten’s- officers. Waller Bachrodt, superpresented by IIIC 2nil and 3rd Clara; l’erry, Humboldt; Rich dias.
intendent of San Jose schools, and
.:railes of Cambrian S1111101 in Sutter; Schottky, Madera; Snyder. I New business was discussed and Dr. T. W. MucQuarrie, College
shieli they saw themselves erm- Santa Cruz; SiOW. Santa Barbara; plans for an outing to be held in president, delivered short talks of
ine! a field trip and give a lec- and Swing, San Bernardino.
Ilse near future were tingle. After welcome.
Noes on the bill were: Allen. the meeting refreshments were
ture on nature study.
Luncheon KISS served in the colSiskiyou; Breed, Alameda; Bush,’ served.
Charsicteristic comments mak
lege cafeteria, where Miss Eddy
Stanislaus; Crittenden, San Joa- I
is "does airyone know what this
spoke on "Schools and Libraries
quin; Difani, Riverside; Dubai’
is?" "are there nix. more quesof Russia." Having been employed
Ventura; FAtwards, Orange: tior
tions?"
and
"will somebody
by the Soviet Government to
don, Yolo; Hulse, Imperial; Inge’s,
n
please return the hammer?" were Like: k-ng.
their library service and to
Kings; NkColl, Shas_413141 by the pseudo -professors
recommend improvements, Miss
la; NlacConnack, Soloist.; :McKin,hile the real professors looked
Eddy visited Russia in 1927 and
ley, Los Angeles; Nlixter, Tulara;
ois with enjoyment and occain 1931.
Moran, Colima; Pierovick, Alpine:
The enrollment at San Jose I Miss Eddy stated that the Bussional red faces.
Powers. Plums; Reindollar, MaState hits decreased by almost !slan people are thrilled over the
rin; Riley, Inyo; Sharkey, Contra
since lopportunities
students
hundred
four
offered
them
Costa; Slater, Sonoma; Tickle,
school opened last September, at through the gover
nt’s interest
San Benito; Wag’s’, Kern; and
.
.
,
in
libraries.
Book
stands
have
Williams, Calaveras.
the highest of any quarter in the been erected in the streets, and
Senators who did not vote on,
school. This decrease in students the Russian chikiren prefer to
the bill were: Parkman, San 51ahas come mostly from the Teach- purchase a book wills their pen(Continued fro’: Page One)
leo; and Seawell. Placer.
er’s College, although the Junior nies rather than to spend them ma
College has experienced the grtat- candy.
the Seniors found the Juniors a
NOTICE
est percentage of decrease, as that
comagricultural
Factories.
look of surprise appeared on their
A sptsgal meeting of all women , part of the college has always
munes, parks, apartment houses,
faces. and then several subtle re
organizations will be held this been smaller.
and the schools and colleges of
marks were made and the affair
Thursday at 12:30 in room 3 of
For the fall quarter of last year Russia
now possess libraries.
for that occasion was over.
the Home-Nlaking building.
there were 1751 students enrolled proving that the government is
The Seniors deny that any such
in the Teacher’s College and 9111 earnestly trying to decrease illitattempt tos ring the bat was made.
bright and sunny (lay that isppears in the Junior College, making a eracy in the country and to prohot the Juniors are equally as
the students will probably find total enrollment of 2661 students. vide therpeople with the knowllion in their statement that the
that the sneaky Seniors have es- In the winter quarter Ihe enroll- etlge they desire..
Besides emhigh and mighty Seniors Were
caped from the watchful Juniors, ment fell off to the extent of 120 ploying Miss Eddy to visit their
foiled in their attempt. And. furenrolltotal
and then the fun will begin.
a
leaving
students.
government sent
country, the
thermore. three of the Seniors in According to llicron Fox the ,ment of 2541 students. Of this their own librarians to California
solved assume a peculiar expres- great das will
take place on May !number 1762 were in the Teach- to study our library system. Miss
sion of swill when asked about
the beach at er’s College and 779 in the Jun- Eddy stated’ that apparently the
. 19 ,
the occurrence!
The greatest de- Russians know nuire about our
ior College.
The bell around which the conS.. es eryboily he ready to (lash crease in attendance was felt in library system than we do ourlowers’s* ranges will be rung good away when the news stets out on!
the spring quarter of this year. selves, for they have made an
and plenty Nelsen they discover Senior Sneak IMiy.
All Juniors when the enrollment dropped earnest study of it.
the Seniors have sneaked OW:IV. and Seniors who go will positively
net
from 2541 to 2266 students.
Instead of trying to eliminate
Wh011 they flnd the Sa.niors
be (lucked, and all lower classmen loss of 275 students. 239 of which the minor nations of the country,
they are going to wave the Junior will not only lw ducked in the
were in the Teacher’s College und Russia is working to retain the
black and yellow flag in the very w ter but many other times.
36 in the Junior College.
old customs and culture of the
faces of the dignified Seniors!
Hut don’t let the docking bother
Three costumes,
The College is expecting lut:. minor groups.
liy the process of deduction it
summer
sessi
iiii
.
students
for
the
modeled by students, and several
ettme anSw".’ ana bay"
may be gathered that the Senior, "t;
rip-roaring time and a good lunch. almost one-half the average en- !dolls that were perfect illostrawill sneak away perhaps ltiesda
So let’s give three tnore cheers rollment for the three regular j lions of different racial groups.
or Thursday of next week, litit for the great Senior Sneak Day!
school quarters.
’Ike summer were demonstrated by Miss Eddy
The first
you can’t ever tell.
session is to he self-supporting. to show the distinctions in dress
Which reminds us, do you like since the State has withdrawn its and features found among the
The instructors will people.
dancing
or dance support.
creative
voncerls? Orchesis will present teach on the condition that th,
their dance convert Wednesday. receive their pay according to tii
MA 17, at eight -fifteen in Morris money taken ies from fees.
enrollment for th..
school year is 2489 1.1 shitlents1
_ _
per quarter. Don’t know who the.
One of the most varied and enis. lad figure it mit ((sr
tertaining programs of the year
lle’s there.
WlIS presented last Thursday gt
Freshmen orientation.
!Miscellaneous China Night
John:1’y Payne, acrobatic artist
ENDS TODAY
of the legitimate stage, performed
Richard Barthelmeas
his favorite %hints, while singing
in
CABIN in the COTTON"
liella l’hi lisilon, national Imo- was furnished by the Cox trio and
and
:,,ry fraternity of early child- Kenny Davies. A Hawaiian trio,
Eliseo Landi in
hood education entertained its accompanying Dorothy Jose in a
"WICKED"
With Victor McLaglen
pledges last Thursday night at it clever hula dance. excited much
muck co.. favorable comment from the auddinner given at "The
TOS1ORROW
ience, and Myer Ziegler’s clarinet
Spencer Tracy. Peggy Shannon it! Los (lidos. Those who attendin
ed this delightful affair were: and saxophone solos were equally
"THE l’AINTED WOmAN"
NEry Howard, Ail- enloYed.
Grace
also
An interesting novelty was the
ent. Johnson. Hulls Raymond. Hel"AIR MAIL"
en Moore. Mildred sturtigotten. Cox trio, accompanied by Bob
Ralph Bellamy
Mire Ball, Ada 51cQuilkin, and Fisher on the bass viol and John
Free l’arking, 2nd &San Carlos
Neel on the banjo.
Nliss Crumby, adviser.

Saior Sneak Day Date Is
All Set, Say Juniors

indifference

captious?

PAGE 1.1111EE

State College Enrollment
uecreases Over Four !study
Hundred Students

thinki4. thatio,

it is an attempt on the part of s
student to give an instructor a
illusion of intense interest, when
in reality he has not found the
...mese or the leacher of sufficient
s :due to do the work assigned
Why should men and women
e,,Ilege students ean he aseribel
:is suchhide their true feeling,
ad
I eltind 0 mask
contempt. when they must h.,.
some interest in their woks.,
their fellow students, and the:
Circumstances carind
lege?
sink tluit :ill are forced to eel,’
in sin institution which is glide
devoid of professors or courts
worthy of praise or considm
tion.
On or off the campus this
same pose is ntli dropped
elements outside Ilse class
are mentioned. If Milne naive
dividual comments upon the
ly of a eo-ed, he must have
signs," or he is acting similar
as these blase lit
a sopl
students put it.
poseilly
After all. criticism is, as one
speaker put it, the art of tellar
done by
how things should
people who cannot do them thenselves so why be so aloof aid

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17,19.3.3

Interesting Talk Given at Senate Vetoes Hayes BM Newly Organized PegasuslISS EDDY, RECENTLY
Nature Exhibition
To Change Name of
FROM RUSSIA, SPEAKS
Club Meets May9
would some power the
State Colleges
AT ANNUAL GATHERING
The Pegasus Club, San Jose

Notebook Notes

Ry Rudolph Engler
We hopped intr. our litfis
is amusing, and ofte,n
On tlie one (lay (sf all days
oirrniitaaile
And- swiishin a cloud of dust ing, the altitude many student
hold for their instructors and
Me re off for the Fresno lidos.
al.
most everything that goes t
’Neatli speeding wheels the high- up their collegiate
life. It appears
way fades
to be fashionable to maintain
a
Sweet-seented field’s fly by
! bored, cynical pose. I had
not
’Neatli sweltering skies it’s hot as
realize how prevalent il was
until
Hades
I
wrote
several paragraphs,
But our destination drisws nigh.
which praised one of the
faculty
The flag-bedecked stadium we en- for his realistic view of a sped.
ter
fic subject. Among other things
And gleefully we take our seats. since I am a member of one of
On field, on track, and in the ven- his classes, appleggilishing wu
hurled al my head.
ter
Prance the competing athletes.
What is apple -polishing? From
what a large number of the stn.
Impatiently they await the gun
dents enrolled in this noble ’nth.
Like horses champing al the I.it
infirm would have you believe,
the race over with and any favorable criticism of an in.
won,
structor s methods, or interest in
In Glory’s Hall they long to sit.
11,1,iien,mhuillitiegrial presented, is apple.

employ all your personal charni, Hope thomas doesn’t like the
That Jack Iffirilock has bought FAent follom event ill exact pre
inclutling that imparted by a lih-1 of going It) the !tester theatre a new suit for $2.75a week!
with
dick
sanders
and
then
sit
Youth against youth for Glory’s
eral education, to guide Louis
and watch the show while
k
mike
That undercover agent No. 6751
Settles once again into the path:,
parades up and doom with the
dereported :it the dance that a cer- The judges calmly make their
ways of virtuosity.
usherettes.
eision,
tain fellow had lip -stick on his
Maurice baldwin Watt SCell riding neck. Sensing a good story, mt. The wiiners their watches proud.
It has long been a theory
ly take.
the stone bannisters around the sent him to dance with flu. girl
the Billiken’s that the hour of
quad with grave murray. ma31. whet) he came back was his face
inorrie is helping grace forget red!!
rising considerably affects 011e’s
It’s just :i stirs old cos- Trumpetet.rs its uniforms
s Sing out their bugle call.
the pinkhain affair.
point of view. For instance, tighttoot’
And to the Sirtory Stand there
lipped ascetics who rise at six Mentioning pinkhans brings to
swarms
mind the fact that on a dark
That 51..nrue Leds.ird is the
look at things in general quite
night not long ago he isnti kali). hull of more craeks than any 1 he winners WIC and all.
differntly from the Billiken himerine epps were seen hiking a other person on the raiiiinis?
self. who prefers to sleep luxurstroll
through
the campus Wonder what we columnists ?1’ ’act.
’{e’ars e"1.11 athlete
iously until eleven. Only recent
grounds. mighty late for kath will (11) when land if) he gr,,,10.111ecomes the guest of the city
ly, the Billiken had a startling
won or linWell in ilthe
Whether
,
erine to drive tri los ;tidos alone IliCS?
demonstration of his theoretti
feat
or maybe she didn’t.
thrust upon hint, for his presence
Ile joins in the night of revelry.
upon an excursion depended upon .Antl since we are on the subject
The identity of public owns)
of strolling WV might as well ! number 1, the
his leaving his couch at the sulblontle-haired. Again we hopped int.) our bus,
mention the fact that marts speetacled lad who has consistlen hour of four.
The Billiken
Not fine moment did we delay,
johnson accepted an invitation ently land sometimes successfularose. self-righteously. at the ap1:11.S11111IS WIIVC11 filfeWCII fie
to walk home with leslie gor ly polished the apple with his ; The
pointed time. A few hours later
don. later discovering that lie
he discovered himself remarking
SCICIICV At: WC Silifiell fillek in San Jose.
social
and
lived three miles from the camto the Boon Companion. in an
L. lintlwrford Bomar’.
pus, but now she Isits a key to
unctions tone, "The fog is the
the front door, so maybe the
mantle of God, as /le leans over
Thal liorseback riding iinti !,.
walk wasn’t in vain.
His world in the early morning."
a popular sport at first. Most beThis florid declaration is dead- This next paragraph may not get ginners spend half their time in
miry not Billikenieal; it can only
b’y the watchful eye of dick the saddle. Th eother half they
August graduates who are
be accounted for by the supposihushes al the print shop, hut in spend picking themselves off the
not not on the campus during
tion that the radical change in the
case it does you might like to ground!!
the present or past quarters
lime of arising reversed the
know that diek attended the last
are requested to participate in
ken’s thought processes.
stuilent laxly dance with ruby
That "Special Agent 5" hung
Commencement and Baccalauranderson, and eouldn’t even rev- around the gym Saturday night
eate sCri ices. Fees are due and
ognize his best friends for fear in Ilse hope of getting something.
1 inn rather disappointed to Unipayable two %seeks before Cam.
they would like to trade (11111CCS on Hamilton and Fitzgerald. but ’
tive that the Democratic 011OliffiSmeneement.
Willi hint.
tration has decided to change the
themselves.
didn’t show
they
J. C. De VOSS.
name "Hoover Dans" to "Boulder Since betty !Addle had to undergo Guess they.don’t like publicity
Chairman Faculty Com.
appendicitis
for
to
an
optration
Ilani." It seems
me--and prewonder why!!!
bill cowan has transferred his
pare to gigglethat the affininis.
All COLLEGE CII
affections for affectations) to
’ration emild obtain greater credit
That this column is soon to be
for political astuteness by merels
yielding for a mo lllll nt to the COO
tinental influence. and naming it
"Dam Hoover".

SAN JOSE. CALIF..

hisyear
’t’s smart
to be
different
B yourself i
Sp or t s Clothes
this season.
orders it.

Style
Swart

men everywliere
are doing it. Grey
Wale s’
slacks, for
ph% with a lirmt ti
Flannel Coat.

Flannel Sport
Coat
$9.75
A rich brown .
and dark blue.
Blue ell
both single and
double
breasted
models.

Wales PI a id
Flannel Slacks
$5.95

SPRING’iS
,ni.,
.I1

,t

Treat

Thick, Creamy
Milkshakes

10c

San
Jose

!!!,!,

Thi avirilui.

4AMERICAN

Mat. 20c Nites 25c

Delta Phi Upsilon
Entertain New Pledges

Johnny Payne Featured
at Freshman Orientation

Miglimminiammow-

Steve Slurdock
Sporn’ Editor

Spartan Sports
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Three Spartans To
Enter P. A. A. IYIeet
In Frisco Saturday

Sparta’s "Iron" Man Leading Scorer

IS

Seventeen Mermen
Listed To Receive
Awards for Season
’leant Score. 3.1ii Points to
335 ()I’ Opponents;
Walker Pleased
NIARTIN

DISBANDED

IS

BIG

HELP

Metric System To lie Used
in San Francisco
Open Meet

Season Is Considered To Bt.
a Success as Teton Has
Many Meets

Lou Sa!veto, Frank Cunningham and Fred Orem are the only
to
Spartan trackmen expected
compete in the Pacific Athletie
Association track meet to be held
Saturday at San Francisco’s Kezar Stadium.
While the tnajority of Coach
F:rwin lilesh’s tnen have laid away
their silk shorts anti spikes until
next spring, these three men, the
outstanding performers of the
past season, are working OLI1
daily in hopes of giving San Jost.
State representation and first
places in the Pacific Coast section
of the A. A. U.
javelin
Cunningham,
Frank
thrower, has the greatest possib11ity of the San Jose entries to cop
a first position. Cunningham with
a mark of 214 feet, the longest
throw in the country this ytar,
will oulthrow Mottram and Willianmon of Stanford and U. S. C.
respectively, with ease, if he is
feeling "right." After setting a
new Conference record of 202 feet
in a strong wind at Sacramento.
Cunningham’. best throw in the
finals al the Fresno Carnival last
Saturday was 189 feet. Cunningham’s poor mark, which is about
20 feet short of his year’s best
mark, made nt Fresno. may be
blamed oil the fact that Frank
wits too anxious anti trying too
hard to make a good showing.
Little Lou SaIvan, will be up
against the strongest rompetition
of the season Saturday. It is rumored that Robles, great Stanford
sprinter, may cotnpele. Loveridge
and Sparks of the Olympic Club
di lie
shouldn’t bother Snivel.
he look a close setond to Loveridge before lie had reached his
peak.
Peed Orem, the third San Jose
entry, will run the 800 meters.

Following a successful season
in which the Spartans engaged’ in
nine dual meets a relay carnival.
an open thampionship. and the
Northern California Intercollegiales, scoring 356 points to (ippontnts 335, Coach Walker recommended 17 men for letters nee
The value of Captain Doug 1 ty tor, almost., to the track team is nutntrals.
shown by the fact that he scored a total of 110 points. more than
Captain Lynn, Stammer Robertdouble the amount of any other team-mate. Ile placed coneiatently son. Draper, Houser, Plat, Lilts,
the
in
relay
running
as
well
in both sprints and the broad ’imp, aa
and NItteQuarrie are the men ree1 ommentled tor the non -conference
Holt, Stettin, Murray-.
letters.
Condit. Fitzgerald, Tait, Smith.
measdale, Brunning and 6. l.ekind nee recommended for Fresht.ttin numerals.
Numbered among the Spartan
foLlopponents
wtre the Stanford
l’he worth of Captain Doug season. The complete
IFrosh, California Varsity. and
Taylor to the track team thie! [owe.
year was revealed when an offi- I I. Taylor
11110:, San Francisco Y. M. C. A. twice.
l’hose meets rtsulted in tlefeats
chi’ total of individual point! 2. Knight
52
for the locals. but San Frantisco
17
scores placed the versatile Spar- 3. Murphy
Slate, California Frosh, San Jose
et
tan leader’s total at 11011, mere t 4. C iiiii
High, and Slonlo Junior College
than twice that of his neareet I 5. Harper
twice) went down before the
competitor.
37
O. Salvato
T.) , thrashing arms and legs of the
In five out of the ten ,meetel 7. Orem
’Spartan paddlers. The first four
27
which the locals competed in! 8. Clemo
meets found the locals minus the
’07
this year. Taylor won both 9. Alrollietres
services of Martin, breast -stroke
21
sprints and the broad jump. nd. Iti. MeFedries .
211 I 3 and sprint star. His presence et
I I. Wittenburg
in addition. ran anchor lap
Ihe line-up would have 111414e
the relay team in five meets. He 12. Murdock
quite at difference in the st.ores of
le
meet. and on 13. Prouty
placed in every
11,, some of those engaecittents.
on y two omits i ons did h e ’more 1.I. Hubbard
I
less than six point.. and both of 15. Wool
II
these occasion’s were big relay In. Sundquist
11
17. Francis
carnivals.
12
Noel Knight, ’,teller hurdler,’ 18. Marshall
By Dick Bertrandiaa
11
who placed consimently in both 19. Stevens
10
harrier esent., was second with 20. NI:wends
Now that baseball is all straight
52 points. Harry Murphy. hurd- 21. Bennet I
8
ler and high jumper, wa. next 22. Shehtanian
ened out and a sigh of relief is
7
emitht1 by all, we publish the new
with 47.
Then came F’rank 23. Arnold
5
Cunningham with 43 points and 24. Ado
3’01 meliedule and pray nothing new
a unique record. In eight meet,’ 25. liollinson
in the way of difficulties will
3
arise.
out of the nine in which he 26. Bonari
I
Thursday, May 18, 5 p. m.I
competed. Frank won tht jave- 27. I.\ thi
1
Diamond 1-Sophs vs. Fite -Ii
lin and rang up five points for 28. Heed
2--Frosti
vs. Senior 11
Diamond
the local forces. It was only an
Diamond :4--Senior A sm. Frost’ A
the Fresno Relaye last week that
Tht Juniors have it very poor Diamond 4-Juniors bye.
the local ace .met his firm de -1 represttitatitin i n t rat
am I tl it Tuesday, Stay 23, 5 p. m.1-Frosh 11 vs. PG -Fite
,
Dia iiiiii
intim..
seem to he having a slight Diamond’ 2-Senior A vs. Sen. B
Glenn Beeper with 3912. Lou Fetish
visi;..eSophs
ft,
Salvato with 37. and Fred orem letdown. Tht Sop’s% are evidently
with 291, complete the upper redeeming themselves for their Thurnday, May 25. 5 p.
1,1.
lw,:noolid I Senior it
bracket of high scorers for tht pool. slitss tile in Atile’l!,111.

Complying with
the
newly
adopted A. A. U. rules all the distances will be measured in meters
at San Francisco. This will le
the first experience of both Sal veto Lind Orem at the metric dislances.
’rhe hundred meters.
which amounts to close to 1111
yards, vvill no doubt prove to be
n tougher race for Sa’veto, his
light build
handicapping
lino
against the heavier men.
_
A little fellow wearing the gold
jersey of Coalinga nigh w an the
hero of the High School
Little Mifflin of the oil town
track %quad won the broad lump
and look eecond. in the pole
vault to Wand!’ of Balboa, and
in the hundred to MrWilliam. of
Commerce. Here is real material
for some COIICSVP. The Coalinga
boy broad lumped 22 feet gni
inches.

Captain Doug Taylor Leads Spartan
Scorers for Season With 110 Points

7ntra=112nral

Swimming Records for Local Pool
Event
50 yartls
1011 yards
22t1 yards
440 yards
1100 yard back
150 yard back
fun yurd brenst
75 yard medley
151) yard medley
151) yarst relay
21110 yard relay
Diving
5 Dive%
to likes

Time
25.5
57.9
2:34.0
5:411.7
1:13.11
2 :03.7
1:13.1
52.7
2:10.N
I :32.7
1:47.4
13.9f;
13.97

Held by
Tranthain
11:1111

School
Stm.kton Amblers
S. le YMCA
Menlo .1. r.

Wetherby
’nitro
Draper
Houser
Lynn
Draper
Freeland. England. Hadley
Hadley, England,
Freeland, Peck

S. F. YNIC.%

4-21-33

S. 1.

\IC.%

4-21-33

SIM Jose
San Jose
San Jose
San Jose
S. I:. YMCA
S. I:. YMCA

4-7-3:1
4-7 3,1
3 -lit
5- I; .2
4-21-33
4-21-33

San .Ittee

:1 30 31
411 it

llolt

Spartan Spasms
ity Murdock and &shop

MAI 17. 1933

Lou SaWatt). Fred Orem. and
Frank Cunningham Are
Spartan Entries
SQUAD

Dick Bertrandias
Mot. Sports Editor

Date
6-3-32
4-21-33
5-17-32

Should Club athletes be
haw
fretful the Femme Relays?
After
witneaning last Saturday’s
per.
formance our answer
ix quite
emphatically "No:" The deaths
inating move eliminating
Mu
and unattached athlete., ititti
we understand was insisted
up.
on by T. S. C., ham most
decid.
edly derived from the color
I
the carnival.
It

ilan 3.1noP

special Assembly
Today at 2 o’clock
moos
for Phelan

fttfr Tultrgr attrg

_
Spartan Athletes Phelan Contest Awards Unique Conference
T Mid ht’
Will
Be
Given By Cast Rehearsing
Wil Be Honored At To Be Presented Today
9
A.W.S.
on
Tuesday
Once Friday Night At Student Assembly
Presented June 1,2
1_d_1.. 21

SAN JOSE, CALIF.,

’Ehere is not enough high dm
competition here on the coat to
guarantee the drawing power tl
the four big universities Mani.
10 CellIS
In ’years past, the Belays hue \ 111011i AIMOULICCS
Admission Per Person
provided an interesting sitou
for Refreshments
testing ground where the eve01lege "grents" entail lest en
UNKNOWN
wares against the members
ORCHESTRA
the younger generation. Its
aspect of the situation hat al. first Dancing Party Will
ways been a big drawing esti
Be Given in Women’s
Gym; Informal
Said aspect was conspicuma by
its absence Saturday night.
The Women’s Gym will be the
To illustrate our point lel is irene of the flrst (lancing aprty
look at the 480 yard shuttle tor ner given to the student body
dle relay. A year ago this even when an informal dance, tintltr
watt one of the feature mese( the direction or Si Simoni, will
be given tomorrow night.
the evening.
S. C. and
Los Angeles Athletic Club be. The dance will be a gala affair,
tled lanck and forth arras: the
.,eing the members of the Varbarriers in almost world reort
a:irk, swimming and tennis,
time. This year the only (.,,r11,,
ill be introduced to those
tition which the Trojans
ttt
by
their
respectis t
%crape up was from their eeo
Fre.hman team. and reel Ile
admission price will he
did not finish. When the nth
td -only 10 cents a person
cuumtoment pay money to *ea
I this charge is being levied
four hurdler. run against tie
f.tr the purpose of helping
re
he
to
supposed
in w hat is
the expense of refreshlay carnival it is the heightil
, aid punch.
The do-nuts
something or other.
being
purchased
from
In a Iteeility’ such as the FI7
East and Slitidle West, wheel"proportionate number of hitt
St.110013 is greater than here a
the coast such a move lorng
club athletes and making thee
fair strictly collegiate is under
standable. but under the cosi
lions prevailing htre it luab
likt a bad boner somewhere.
The local two mile relay toe
went into Frestn with a deem
ination to win. They 0100
they could accomplish this
running under g minute...The
minutes. but it ea
ran under
not fa.t enough to win in lk
face of Elroy Rohin.on’s
markable 1:54.6 final lap.
le!Yo
Harper ran two flat or
Fraficts
Jinany
present
to
T.,
ten yiird lead. Francis
career, t
111l. IHSi of his
h.
Clow off with 25 yards
cot
Hotchkiss of Fresno.
dem.
yards off of this as
Tho
home in two flat,
Orem away tvgenly tol
lead, but it wasn’t ,
,.,
(ler the tircumstanccs
wool.i.
if 30 or 40 yards
Hohinson
been enough.
that good.
vit. S
I o..otootorl 2--Frosit A vv. JIIII ’
1, ,,,oel 3- Fresh It loc.
A
-Senior
I ....mil 4
pc
l’hursday, June 1, 5 vs. Fai-rt
A
I Inimond 1 -Senior B vt. hinge’
Diamond 2-Senitir A vs. Frodlii
Diamond 3--Froeh bye.
4 -Smile’
I
ILTuesday, June 6. $ 0. vs. J1111100
ForPri
I Piaui lllll I 1vs. Rosh A
B
lia11101111 2- -Senior
A vs. S010
I /trimmer 3.-Senior B !We.
Diamond 4-Froelt p.
5
Thursday, June
vs. Erma)
Diamond 1-Sophs ve
A
I) 11111111111 2 --Senior vs. Fresh
I )iattionit 3--FticPfi II bye.
I tinniond 4-Senior

San Jose, Cal.
Subs. Rate, $1.011
Per Quarter

Popular Glazed 110-Nitt
my, Who have kindly ante supply of do -nuts fleet...,
r, a reasonable reduction
loo the convenience of the student
body pocket book.
Simoni announces that the orthem is yet to be procured, but
I will be one whose music will
h liked by the students, LIS he
Alllb realizes the importainte of
food dance music at any chance.
All students are urged ft attend
the dance, which should be one of
te most interesting and entertiming of the quarter.
All members of the Student Alhin conunittet are asked to meet
the Women’s Gym Friday liftman after 4 o’clock. They are
follou’s: Larry Egelson, Frank
Tarim. Bill MacQuarrie, Iltigh
hielbsch, Amby Nichols, Alberti koes, Gail Balctwin, Louise
ram, Paul Hoecker, Bill Stettin, Eva Beryl Tete% Jean De
for, Harey Jennings, Frank Co
tele George Morison.
A Weird meeting of all worsen roe:Rani/4’00nm w ill be. held
a room 3 of the Iltsme-Making
hoilding at 12:30.

Calendar
Thurthl, May
Coaling.

18 -

/1"")1Y. MaY 18 - Spartan
shear and Spartan Rnight,,
combined meeting.
NIL May 19-Dance.
8818111. May 20--A. W. S. Ili CM* Ride.
kbudel May 20--Y. W. C. A.
si Retreat at
Saratoga.
tardily,
MaY
2-8.
Ilene,.
G. (3.
L’N’ise. May 22-Y. W.
C.
m’f’n meettng. bribta Ander" sneaking.

Prize Winner

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1933

No. 112

Refreshments To Be Served
After Program in Room
Production Will Be Climax
1 of Art Building
to Year’s Presentations;
Over 60 on Boards
A miniature conference, said to
be the most unique held by the
A. WILLIAMSON TO SING A. W. S. will occur next Tuesday McFEDRIES TAKES LEAD
n the Little Theater, after which
Dual Role
in
Christmas
"Thunder on the Left" First meeting lunch will be served in
Play, "Smilin’ Through",
Room 1 of the Art building.
Prize in Prose. Poetry
1 aken by McFedries
The purpose of the meeting is
To Be Presented
to discuss what all wotnen of the
-Climaxing the year’s program
Al a special assemblyin the Lit- campus are going to do in the fu- of dramatic productions, "From
suggestions, Morn
To Midnight," starring
tle Theatre this afternon at two ture. Discussions,
individual reports, and a livelY Sherman SleFedries, is
scheduled
o’clock, the cash prizes will be
program will he given.
for the nights of June 1st and 2nit
awarded to the winners of the
Evelyn Pritchard will act as in the Little Theatre. Tickets
go
Phelan contest. A program has general chairman. and the inter- on sale in
the Quatl next vgeek.
been arranged which includes a society group will furnish the enMe. MeFedries has been seen
presentation of the one -act play, tertainment with Betty Hartwig but twice by San Jose play-goers
in charge. Adah Mae Rhoads, -he played the dual role of
Ken"Thunder on the Left" by Michael
president of the A. W. S., will give neth -Jeremy Wayne in the
ChristLipman, which won first prize. a short speech.
Other members mas play, "Stnilin’ Through," and
l’oetry and prose excerpts will be in charge of the event are Car- also took
part in a winter quarter
read by Marian Faltersack. Alma melte, contact man; Jean Haw- one -act. This role of
his in "From
Williams will sing, accomanied by ley, advertising; Roberta Bard- Nlorn To Slidnight," is by way
Sibyl Haint.hett.
well and Corinne Kibler, publi- a sizable job.
Margaret Keesling, and
The "El Portal," bearing the eity;
With MeFedries in the cast is a
Francis Gifford, luncheon ar- group of sixty-the largest numprize winning selections will
rangements.
on sale.
ber ever to be assembled upon
This convention is to be the the San Jose State boards. Among
The list of prize -winners folbiggest and best of its kind, and them are many outstanding school
lows:
those wishing to attend are asked players: James Fitzgerald, Dick
Sh
to please sign up on the main Glyer, Marie Anderson, Frank
First prize: "Delilah Laughed,"
bulletin board htginning Friday. Hamilton, Dale Kearns, and othEnna Faxon, Sun Jose, 830.
ers. The lead dwarfs any other
Second prize: "Dramatic Irony, ’
role in the cast by reason of the
Hugh l’enn, San Jose. $20.
magnitude of the part, and thereThird prize: "Do You Know
fore is being starred, something
Jones," Hay Rhodes, San Jose, alti.
new for our college productions.
One-Act Play
Hugh Gillis is directing, which
First prize: "Thunder on the
insures an achievement for the
I.eft," Michael Lipman, Los Gatos,
Speech department. Margery ColSchool districts having Itss than
$30.
lis anti Dick Glyer are combining
Stemntl prize: Diseharge," Hay ILniont abevernatgrete .ttleadily ii,tyltetthitleancteenselht"
(Continued on Page Three)
!diodes. San Jose, $20.
T la rd prize: "’lite 13ene fit of ibil)na.t7iiraeinwloasirsai;:ii(unmet irov.(1.uurseceenmtle.r.bityticA.nhsesitniii,ot.
(Continued on Page Two)
Prizes Will Be Awarded at
Two O’clock in College
Little Theatre

or

Jean Sewell Smith, prominent
campus writer, who not being
content with two first places, also
theoretically won two additional
Phelan Contest awards.

IProminent State aub Will
Offer Radio Program
This Afternoon
liclations
International
The
will spon.nr ’W0100111 over
Itadio S4ation IXQW this afternoon
from 3:30 to 4:00. Music will be

chib

furnished

by the State

College

woodwind choir.
The program follows:

Smaller SchOols Remain
Unaffected by Newly
Introduced Bill

the bill by Senator IL IL Ingels,

a move to relieve small rural
New Key Debate Will Be asschool
units.
May
23,
Assemblyman Greene’s bill proTuesday,
Held
.
vides
teachers attaining the
in College Little Theatre’ age ofthat
05 yettrs shall cease to re-

Another innovation is being
tried by the Spartan Senate in the
form of the "Key Debate" which
will take plat.e next Tuesday evening. Slay 23, in the Little Theat r.it.01,:t jtx:115eapd.i tnng.
3. Pastorale
debaters for the
\Woodwind Choir
year have been selected by NIT.
4. Talk, "Progress tif leace
Eektrt of the Speet.h Arts dpartMovement".
JA811441 ment and the Spartan Senate,
honorary debate society of this
5. Talk, ’rhe World Economic
Dilemma" Dr. William Poetres. college.
Those students honored by seIMMO.
le De Archers
11
t
lection to the key debate are
Wooths Mil Choir
Anne Isaaksen. Katherine Hodges,
Hogevoll,
Joel Carter,
and Charles Pint/ ham. The winner sell’ receive a
lemutiful key and will have his
name engraved on the permanent
Trophy, preToday at 1:00 o’clock there trophy, the Bothwell
sented by the Bothwell Jewelry
is ill be a ,meeting of the Publi
t Alone Board for the purPose Company for the occasion.
debate will be open to the
of electing the next editor of
public, and it is hoped that it will
the State College Times.
important
ARNOLD APPLEGARTM I develop into the mont
Chairman. debate of the year and become
I another Spartan tradition.
__
Mozart
Slintiettt
Woodwind Choir
2. Talk, "War Influence on
Weshrn Civilization"
.. Harold Caisilitt,1:1Itt011s1
1

Ronald Linn.
Publication Board
To Meet Today at 4

’Knights and Spears’
man Elaborate ’Hunt’
Tonight at Lion’s Den

The Spartan Spears and Spartan
Knights are all set for a big party
tain tht0ir permanent status, but which the two honorary organithat local school boards may mil - zations are sponsoring, which is
ploy such teachers on a yearly to be held May 18 from 7:30 until
basis. ’Ile bill also provides that 10 o’clock in the Lion’s Den. A
by a two-thirds vote u school good time is in store for all
tbhotiatrdnooreamnyplod)isetrsichtarbey perolarsi.idie. when these two groups get their
heads together and use ony a part
flied as or become
permanent of their many ideas for entertainemploye by reason of services ment.
rtndered prior to the ’period be Spartan Spears are now thinkginning July In,d1r,913e2n,:ldliesndliinpg. ing of girls who are eligible for
pledging this quarter for the comJuinneg,310,,,, 1913m4e.
ing year. Twenty girls will be
proved by a vote of 32-8, Sena- selected from the membership if
tors
Fellotn,
Harper, Inman, the present freshman class and
Jones. :McKinley. Slather, and will remain rix pledged during the
Wagy, voting against it.
Sena- summer. Initiation of the new
tors Schottky, Seawell, and Riley members will be held’ in the fall
supported the amendment saying, qtatirter or the coming school year
however. that it should be word-!nntl at this time the girls will beed to abolish tenure in districts ;come active members of the soup to 1500 average daily attend- !ciete.
Bud Applegarth took the group
ance.
maintained that the , picture of the Spartan Spears
Ingles
metropolitan district% could retain which will appear in this year’s
their teacher tenure provisions if La Torre. Only way you can get
they wish and that his amend- one is to buy the year book.
merit only relieved the rural dis-1Think of the Spears and get the
!spirit of the La Torre.
trietsw ho do not want it.

1

